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Lab 4 - Dealing with Conflicts 

 

Objectives 

After completing this lab, you will be able to: 

► Resolve situations where changes have been made to the models in parallel by multiple 

teams / team members. 

Scenario 

Rhapsody Model Manager uses Jazz configuration management which works using either an 

optimistic model (where teams work in parallel and then merge when there are conflicts) or a 

pessimistic model (where elements are explicitly locked so that only one team has write access to 

that element). Optimistic locking allows teams to work in parallel without the need to explicitly 

lock model elements. This does mean however that changes to the same model element may be 

made concurrently by two or more teams / team members. When this occurs – the changes are 

highlighted as a potential conflict – and that conflict must be resolved. Note that it is also 

possible to create a conflict yourself by suspending a change set, modifying one of the model 

elements in that change set and then attempting to resume the change set. 

The Rational Team Concert client may be configured to invoke the Rhapsody Diff merge tool 

when such a conflict occurs. Such configuration must be performed in every user’s workspace. 

In this lab, both Pete and Dan’s workspaces have already been configured.  

Please refer to the supporting document Configuring RTC to Use Rhapsody Diff Merge if you 

want to configure your own workspace.  

Suspending Change Sets 

In this lab you will also see how to suspend and resume a change set (and how doing so might 

cause a conflict). Suspending change sets is a very useful technique. Imagine you are working on 

a task and another task comes in that is more urgent. You can suspend your current set of 

changes – rolling back the model to the point before you began changing it. After working on the 

new task – you can deliver those changes and then resume the change set you suspended.  

The lab assumes you are still working in Pete’s workspace from the previous lab. 
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Task 1: Modify the Model as Pete 

In this task, you will modify the model as Pete – and deliver that set of changes to the Stream. 

1. Modify the Use Case Diagram: 

a. On the Use Case Diagram, create a new Actor called Maintainer: 

 

TIP: In this case you will not connect the Actor to any new / existing Use Case – the focus for 

this lab is on how you deal with conflicts and a simple change is just as good as a 

complex one to illustrate the principle. 

2. Deliver the Changes: 

a. Click File  Save 

b. Note that the new Actor is a unit – and that adding it has also changed the Analysis 

Package: 

 

c. Note also that the Use Case Diagram has changed: 

 

d. Right-click the Analysis Package and select Rational Team Concert  Locate in 

Pending Changes: 
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e. In RTC, right-click the change set and select Deliver 

Task 2: Create a Potential Conflict 

One way of preventing conflicts is to avoid them entirely – RMM notifies you of incoming 

changes – allowing you to accept those changes before making any modifications yourself. 

However, in this task, you will deliberately introduce a conflict to see how to handle one. You 

will work as Dan, beginning by noting an incoming change and comparing it to your current 

work. You will then ignore that change (by not accepting it) and continue working - making 

changes to the same model element. 

1. Switch to Dan’s Workspace and open Dan’s Model: 

a. In Rhapsody, select File  Close 

b. In RTC, select File  Switch Workspace  C:/Workspaces/dan 

c. In Rhapsody, select File  Open and open the SysML Handset model from Dan’s 

workspace 

2. Invoke a Comparison: 

a. In the Rhapsody Browser, expand the tree and note that there is an incoming change icon 

on the Analysis Package and the Functional Overview Use Case Diagram: 

 

b. Right-click the Analysis Package and select Rational Team Concert  Locate in 

Pending Changes 
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c. In RTC, double-click the Analysis.sbsx incoming file: 

 

TIP: This will launch Rhapsody diff merge to compare the incoming change with the model 

currently in Dan’s workspace. Note that RTC has been preconfigured to invoke 

Rhapsody diff merge rather than a textual diff merge tool. Please refer to the supporting 

document Configuring RTC to Use Rhapsody Diff Merge to learn how to perform this 

configuration. 

d. In Rhapsody Diff Merge, click the menu View  View Diff to filter the browser to show 

only differences 

e.  Note the addition of a Maintainer Actor:  

 

TIP: The (U) indicates that the element is undefined – this is because the actual Actor unit is a 

separate file. When merging care should be taken to accept the incoming addition both as 

a unit and underneath its owner. 

3. Close Rhapsody Diff Merge: 

a. From the menu, select File  Exit 

4. Introduce a Potential Conflict: 

a. Switch to Rhapsody 

b. Double-click the Functional Overview Use Case Diagram to edit it 

c. Add a new Use Case called Switch Networks 

TIP: Again this is a simple, albeit graphical, change. The focus for this lab is on RMM – not 

on Rhapsody Diff Merge. Feel free to experiment after the workshop by changing more 

complex parts of the model. 

d. Click File  Save 
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e. Note that the Analysis Package now has an icon indicating a potential conflict – as does 

the Use Case Diagram: 

 

 

f. Switch to RTC and note that both units are identified as a potential conflict in the 

Pending Changes View: 

 

TIP: Potential conflicts are shown with an orange icon. For every change in your workspace 

that hasn’t been delivered, it is quite possible that someone else could have made a 

change to the same unit (file) in another repository workspace or stream. If such a ‘fork’ 

of the file does exist in another stream or workspace, we call this a potential conflict. 

Jazz keeps track of the changes you are making and the changes in your current flow 

target. A potential conflict is a property of your workspace and current flow target. As 

you change your current flow target, the potential conflicts may also change.  
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5. Try to Deliver: 

a. Right-click Dan’s Outgoing change set and select Deliver 

 

b. Click OK 

TIP: You cannot deliver when there are potential conflicts. 

Task 3: Resolve the Conflict 

As you have seen, you cannot deliver when there are potential conflicts, they must first be 

resolved. Conflicts may be resolved in many ways, for example: 

 You can undo / revisit your changes that are causing conflicts.   

 You can have others reverse their change sets.   

 You can discard change sets (yours or accepted change sets).   

 You can merge content.   

In this task, you will resolve the conflict by merging the content using Rhapsody Diff Merge.  

 

1. Accept Pete’s Changes and Resolve Issues: 

a. Select the Pending Changes tab 

b. Right-click Pete’s Incoming Change Set and select Accept 

 

c. Click Auto-resolve 

d. Note that some of the changes could not be auto resolved: 
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e. Click OK 

f. Note that one of the potential conflicts has changed to an unresolved conflict: 

 

TIP: Conflicts are shown with a red icon. Since the changes to the Analysis package did not 

conflict (that is both simply added new elements as opposed to changing the same 

element) that change was auto resolved. Since both Pete and Dan changed the same 

diagram – that could not be auto-resolved. You will now resolve that conflict graphically 

using Rhapsody Diff Merge. 

2. Resolve Manually: 

a. Double-click the Functional_Overview.ucdx file in the Unresolved section: 

 

b. Rhapsody Diff Merge launches 

c. Click Yes: 
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TIP: If there were multiple changes to this unit and some of them were trivial – then 

Rhapsody diff merge could merge those automatically. In this case however the change is 

graphical in nature and so user interaction is required. 

d. Click OK: 

 

e. Note that Diff Merge has launched in a 3-way comparison mode that adds additional 

icons: 

 

TIP: Hover your mouse over the icons for a tooltip on what they mean 

f. In the tree, right-click the Functional Overview diagram and select Merge Graphically: 
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g. Click OK: 

 

h. Note that there are four versions of the diagram displayed – The ‘base’ diagram, Pete’s 

changes, Dan’s changes and finally the merged version: 

 

i. In the toolbar, click First difference to have Diff Merge highlight the first difference in 

the graphical views: 
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TIP: Click the other buttons to show subsequent differences 

3. Include both changes: 

a. Note that Diff Merge chose the ‘left’ version as the final one – but you can now choose 

which elements from both versions to include / exclude from the final merged version 

b. In the ‘Right’ version – right-click the Maintainer actor and select Include in Merge: 

 

c. Note that the merged version now contains both the new Use Case and the new Actor: 
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TIP: The merged version may also be edited manually – this is very useful if you need to re-

position graphical elements that conflict due to their positions resulting in a poorly laid 

out diagram. Maximize the diagram and use the diagram zoom controls to make this 

easier. 

d. Click File  Exit to close Diff Merge 

e. Click Yes: 

 

f. Note that the merged result is available in RTC but the issue is still unresolved: 

 

g. Right-click the conflicting Functional_Overview.ucdx file and select Resolve as 

Merged: 
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TIP: Resolve with Mine = “Use the version in my repository workspace” – that is you have 

made the decision not to compare / merge but to discard the incoming version and use 

your changes. 

TIP: Resolve with Proposed = “Use the incoming version” – that is you have made the 

decision not to compare / merge but discard your changes and use the incoming version. 

TIP: Resolve with Merged = “Use the new version that is the result of the merge” – this option 

only works if you have performed a merge 

h. Click Yes: 
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i. Switch back to Rhapsody and note that the model has changed – click Yes to All: 

 

j. Click Yes to All: 

 

TIP: Here RTC is making multiple changes and Rhapsody is reacting to each of them as they 

happen – which results in multiple dialogs – this is being investigated by development. 

Selecting ‘Do not ask me again during this session’ will suppress these messages for as 

long as the Rhapsody client remains open. 

k. Right-click the Analysis Package and select Rational Team Concert  Deliver  
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TIP: The merging of Dan’s and Pete’s changes has resulted in a new version that needs to be 

delivered back to the stream.  

4. Synchronize Workspaces: 

a. In Rhapsody select File  Close 

b. In RTC select File  Switch Workspace  c:/Workspaces/pete 

c. Accept the incoming change set: 

 

Task 4: Suspending a Change Set 

In this task, you will modify the model and create a change set. You will then suspend that 

change set – simulating a switch to more urgent work. During that work, you will modify the 

same element – causing a conflict. You will then resume the change set and handle the conflict. 

1. Modify the Model: 

a. Switch to Rhapsody 

b. From the menu, select File  Open 

c. Open the SysML Handset model from Pete’s workspace 

d. On the Use Case Diagram, double-click the Place Call Use Case and change its 

description: 

 

TIP: We are making a very simple change to keep the focus on conflict resolution rather than 

the functionality in Rhapsody Diff Merge. 
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e. Click OK 

f. Click File  Save 

 

TIP: Since the Place Call Use Case is not a unit – the change has been made to its owner – the 

Analysis Package 

g. Right-click the Analysis package and select Rational Team Concert  Locate in 

Pending Changes 

 

2. Suspend a Change Set: 

a. Right-click the newly created change set and select Suspend 

b. Note that there are no changes in the Pending changes view – but the change set appears 

in a Suspended section: 

 

c. Switch back to Rhapsody 

d. Click Yes to All 

e. Double-click the Place Call Use Case and check that its description has reverted to the 

original  

3. Create a Conflict:  
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a. Draw a new Actor on the Use Case Diagram (ConnectedDevice) 

  

TIP: Note that this also changes the Analysis package – effectively creating a conflict 

b.  Click File  Save 

4. Deliver the Changes: 

a. Right-click the Analysis Package and select Rational Team Concert  Deliver 

5. Resume the Suspended Change Set: 

a. Switch to RTC 

b. Right-click the suspended change set and select Resume: 

 

c. Click Resolve Later: 
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d. Double-click the unresolved Analysis.sbsx conflict to launch Rhapsody Diff Merge: 

 

e. Click Yes: 

 

f. Click OK: 
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TIP: In this case since the differences were trivial – that is they did not conflict – both changes 

could be accepted. You could of course have also made the decisions manually. 

g. Hover your mouse over the icons to see the merge decisions: 

: 

h. Close Diff Merge 

i. Click Yes: 
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j. In RTC, right-click the conflict and select Resolve as Merged – then click Yes to 

confirm 

k. Switch to Rhapsody and click Yes to All: 

 

l. The model is now up to date and includes both the change made in the first (suspended) 

change set – and the subsequent change. 

6. Deliver the merged result: 

a. Right-click the Analysis Package and select Rational Team Concert  Deliver 

7. Synchronize workspaces: 

a. In Rhapsody, select File  Close 

b. In RTC, select File  Switch Workspace  C:/Workspaces/dan 

c. Accept both incoming changesets: 

 

d. In Rhapsody, load the SysMLHandset model from Dan’s workspace in preparation for 

the next lab. 


